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You should never cry wolf...Haley Benson lies for a living. She created an online tabloid that

normally targets celebrities with outlandish stories about aliens and the ghost of Elvis, but one day

she was out of ideas...so she made up a story about a little town in the middle of nowhere that no

one's ever heard of. She thought such a silly story would never be noticed...But the mayor of Wolf

Lake, Kay Odell, doesn't think it's a laughing matter. She demands that Haley retract her ridiculous

story about the town being overrun with werewolves. Or she'll sue.Haley finds it hard to concentrate

when Kay walks into her office--she's the most gorgeous, smoldering, mysterious woman Haley's

ever met, and Haley's attraction is off the charts. When she offers to come to Wolf Lake to write a

follow up story, painting the town in a better light, Kay's astonished...but agrees. What comes next is

a passionate romance that will make you laugh and keep you guessing until the very end.
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Fresh off of reading and loving Wolf Town, Cry Wolf is another tale set in Bridget Essex's American



Gothic tradition of sexy ladies who howl at the moon and small towns that are far more than they

seem. Haley, showrunner for one of the last online tabloids, runs afoul of a beautiful woman--major

of Wolf Lake--when her dart-board-generated schpiel on an upstate town full of werewolves turns

out to be a little too true.This is another gem from Bridget Essex--beautiful women, wild wolves,

secrets, family drama, and of course, plenty of wolves. Small town drama meets just a touch of the

otherworldly and really charming side players--ever the terrible one! I loved it, I want more in this

universe, if you love wolves, ladies, and enjoy your copy of Weird New York, give it a read.[Review

also appears on my blog, Friend of Dorothy Wilde]

There are so many things left unanswered at the end. That's why I gave it 4stars. A second book

would be nice to clear everything up. Like, do they get together., what's with the camp site., does

she continue to write., what about her writing buddy.,kids?, werewolf or human. On and on and on.

Other than that,a nice quick read.

Haley is immediately drawn to her but she is nothing like Haley expected. Kay secret could destroy

everything. Are their feelings strong enough? A tabloid story, an odd little town, a hostile welcome, a

full moon tradition, a jealous ex and a woman hot as fire. What more do you want! The concept and

the characters are great. The building is perfectly executed. The author is a brilliant storyteller and

she always manages to amaze me with her stories. I loved it and it was impossible to put down.

A great fantasy that leaves less time to do what I need to do this weekend because Ithe only thing I

did was read this book to see what happened next. It's a great paranormal romantic story and thank

goodness it is lesbian. There is the usual lesbian angst about relationships and whether you are

good enough to be with someone ( after all two women twice the drama!) Well worth the read but so

are the rest of Bridget Essex.

What an excellent story, would love to see a sequel to see where Kay and Halay end up. It's funny

and heart warming. Another great book by Bridget pantsuit to see what she comes out with next.

This is another must read and I have no problem recommending this book to my friends.

A wonderfully enjoyable and funny story that I laughed out loud at several times! Both Kay and

Haley are such likable characters that I would love to read more about them. Another great werewolf

story from Ms. Essex.



After reading the Knight books, I was eager to dive into this one. But honestly? I'm a bit

disappointed. The little synopsis says that you'll be left guessing as to what is happening, but it was

very straight forward and cookie cutter. I do dislike when readers use this line but, I really did know

what was going to happen before it did. And overall...I felt like nothing actually happened. They had

one good night where there wasn't the silly "push and pull", conflict, and then the ending and

resolution that spanned a total of 1 1/2 pages. Forgetting everything else I take issue with, the

ending was just plain bad. I will happily retract that statement if this is only part one, as the title was

something like "not the end". But other than the chapter title, there was no hint, glimpse, or

cliffhanger pointing in that direction.I'd say skip this one, as she has far better books out there right

now.

Wow one of the best yet. Gotta say I loved everything about this story!!! Will recommend this book

to all my friends !!
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